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Training images with 2D DensePose annotations

Test-time monocular 3D mesh reconstruction

Figure 1: We propose DensePose 3D (DP3D), a method for monocular mesh recovery, which leverages a novel parametric mesh articulation model. Crucially, the model is trained in a weakly supervised manner on a dataset of single views of humans or animals in different poses and their DensePose labelling produced by an off-the-shelf pre-trained detector.

Abstract

We tackle the problem of monocular 3D reconstruction of articulated objects like humans and animals. We contribute DensePose 3D, a method that can learn such reconstructions in a weakly supervised fashion from 2D image annotations only. This is in stark contrast with previous deformable reconstruction methods that use parametric models such as SMPL pre-trained on a large dataset of 3D object scans. Because it does not require 3D scans, DensePose 3D can be used for learning a wide range of articulated categories such as different animal species. The method learns, in an end-to-end fashion, a soft partition of a given category-specific 3D template mesh into rigid parts together with a monocular reconstruction network that predicts the part motions such that they reproject correctly onto 2D DensePose-like surface annotations of the object. The decomposition of the object into parts is regularized by expressing part assignments as a combination of the smooth eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We show significant improvements compared to state-of-the-art non-rigid structure-from-motion baselines on both synthetic and real data on categories of humans and animals.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in deep learning have produced impressive results in monocular 3D reconstruction of articulated and deformable objects, at least for particular object categories such as humans. Unfortunately, while such techniques are general in principle, their success is rather difficult to replicate in other categories. Before learning to reconstruct 3D objects from images, one must first learn a model of the possible 3D shapes of the objects. For humans, examples of such models include SMPL [37] and GHUM [62]. Constructing these requires a large dataset of 3D scans of the objects deforming and articulating over time, which have to be acquired with specialised devices such as domes. Not only this hardware is uncommon, complex and expensive, but it is also difficult if not impossible to apply to many objects of interest, such as wild animals or even certain types of deformable inanimate objects. Then, after building a suitable 3D shape model, one still has to train a deep neural network regressor that can predict the shape parameters given a 2D image of the object as input [29, 63, 26]. Supervising such a network requires in turn a dataset of images paired with the corresponding ground-truth 3D shape parameters. Images with paired reconstructions are also very difficult to obtain in practice.
Some images may be available from the same scanners that have been used to construct the 3D model in the first place, but these are limited to ‘laboratory condition’ by definition. Thus, while there is abundance of ‘in the wild’ images of diverse object categories that can be obtained from the Internet, they are lacking 3D ground-truth and are thus difficult to use for learning 3D shape predictors.

In this paper, we are interested in bootstrapping 3D models and monocular 3D predictors without using images with corresponding 3D annotations or even unpaired 3D scans. Fortunately, other modalities can provide strong cues for reconstruction. For example, previous work [26, 43, 30, 15] leveraged 2D annotations for semantic keypoints to accurately reconstruct various object categories. While these keypoints provide a supervisory signal at sparse image locations, DensePose [21, 40, 50] provides dense correspondences between the images of humans or other animals and 3D templates of these categories. Example of these annotations are shown on the left of Figure 1, where the colours encode the indices of corresponding points on the template mesh. DensePose annotations can be seen as generalising sparse joint locations, with two important differences: the density is much higher, and the correspondences are defined on the surface of the object rather than in its skeleton joints. Such dense annotations can be obtained manually or with detectors pre-trained on those manual 2D annotations, with the same degree of flexibility and generality as sparse 2D landmarks, while providing much stronger cues for learning detailed 3D models of the objects. However, such annotations do not appear to have been used to bootstrap 3D object models before.

The main goal of this work is thus to leverage dense surface annotations, such as the ones provided by DensePose, in order to learn a parametric model of a 3D object category without using any 3D supervision. As done in [26, 43, 30, 15], we further aim to learn a deep neural network predictor that aligns the model to individual 2D input images containing the object of interest. Our method assumes only having an initial rigid canonical 3D template of the object category generated by a 3D artist. There is no loss of generality here since knowledge of the template is required to collect DensePose annotations in the first place.\(^1\) Thus, pragmatically, we include this template in our model.

Our main contribution is a novel parametric mesh model for articulated object categories, which we call DensePose 3D (DP3D). In a purely data-driven manner, DP3D learns to softly align the vertices of the initial rigid template to one of a number of latent parts, each of which moving in a rigid manner. The parametrization of the mesh articulation is then given by a set of per-part rigid transforms expressed in the space of the logarithms of $\text{SE}(3)$. In order to pose the mesh, each vertex of the template shape is deformed with a vertex-specific transformation defined as a convex combination of the part-specific transforms, where the weights are supplied by the soft segmentation of the corresponding vertex. In order to prevent unrealistic shape deformations, we enforce smoothness of the part segmentation, and consequently of the vertex-specific offsets, by expressing the part assignment as a function of a truncated eigenbasis of the Laplace-Beltrami operator computed on the template mesh, which varies smoothly along the mesh surface. We further regularise the mesh deformations with the as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) soft constraint.

DP3D is trained in a weakly supervised manner, in the sense that our pipeline (including DensePose training) does not require 3D annotations for the input images. In an end-to-end fashion, we train a deep pose regressor that, given a DensePose map extracted from an image, predicts the shape deformation parameters, poses the mesh accordingly, and minimises the distance between the projection of the posed mesh to the image plane and the input 2D DensePose annotations. We show that our method does not need manual DensePose annotations for the training images; it can learn even from the predictions of a DensePose model trained on a different dataset. This way, DP3D can learn to infer the shape of humans and animals from an unconstrained dataset containing diverse poses. Since DP3D does not use images directly but only the DensePose annotations or predictions, it is robust to changes in the object appearance statistics, which makes it suitable for transfer learning.

We conduct experiments on a synthetic dataset of human poses, and on the popular Human 3.6M benchmark, showing that the model trained on staged Human 3.6M generalises to a more natural 3DPW dataset. We also fit the models to animal categories in the LVIS dataset. Note that learning reconstruction of LVIS animals would be impossible with any method requiring 3D supervision since there are no scans or parametric models available for species like bears or zebras. DP3D produces more accurate reconstructions than a state-of-the-art Non-rigid Structure-from-Motion (NR-SfM) baseline and compares favourably with fully-supervised approaches.

2. Related work

In this section we review the relevant prior art: monocular human mesh reconstruction, canonical surface maps, and non-rigid SfM.

**Image-based human body reconstruction.** A popular method for reconstructing 3D humans from 2D images is test-time optimisation, where a parametric human model such as SMPL [37] or SCAPE [6] is fitted to a given test image by minimising various types of energies, including
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\(^1\)The 3D template is used by the human annotators as a reference to mark correspondences and defines the canonical surface mapping for the object category.
2D keypoint and mask reprojection losses \[20, 52, 12, 36, 23, 64, 24, 44, 61\]. Alternatively, one can learn a deep regressor which, given a single image as input, predicts the parameters of the 3D shape model directly. Most methods \[7, 39, 48, 54, 29, 38\] reconstruct only a sparse set of 3D points, usually corresponding to 2D body joint detections. HMR \[25\] and GraphCMR \[29\] regress instead full 3D meshes. Kolotouros et al. \[28\] combine the test-time optimization and deep regression paradigms. Biggs et al. \[9\] regress multiple mesh hypotheses to deal with the inherent ambiguity of monocular 3D reconstruction. While such methods achieve state-of-the-art monocular human mesh recovery, they require large dataset with 3D annotations to train the 3D shape model and the regressor. In contrast, our method is trained only with 2D image annotations.

Self-supervised 3D human pose estimation. Other methods aim at reconstructing 3D body skeletons without 3D annotations. Some works leverages multi-view constraints \[27, 46, 47\] while Pavlakos et al. \[45\] assume ordinal depth supervision. Alternatively, adversarial networks can also be used to learn 3D models from 2D annotations in a monocular setup \[31, 17, 14\]. The idea is to train a discriminator that tells if the 2D reprojection of the reconstructed 3D points from multiple random views is plausible or not. While these methods work well, their inability to deal with occluded keypoints makes them unsuitable for dense reconstruction.

Canonical surface maps. DensePose \[21\] was perhaps the first method to predict dense assignments from an image to a reference 3D template of the human body, also called a Canonical Surface Map (CSM). It introduced a dataset with manually labelled correspondences as well as a new deep network architecture to regress dense correspondences from images. Follow-up work introduced semi-supervised learning \[41\] and transferred human correspondences to quadrupeds \[50\]. Most recently, Neverova et al. \[40\] reformulated DensePose as a non-parametric problem by predicting canonical point embeddings for image pixels, which facilitates its application to a wider range of deformable object categories.

Other works aimed at learning CSMs with limited or no supervision: \[56, 55, 51\] do so by using principles such as transformation equivariance, whereas \[33\] enforces consistency with an initial 3D model of the object. Relevant to our work, the articulation-aware variant of it \[32\] produces canonical surface maps for categories such as quadruped animals. The method requires a segmented template mesh with a predefined skeleton structure; in contrast, we learn the articulated structure automatically without supervision.

Non-rigid structure-from-motion. NR-SfM is relevant to our work as its goal is to reconstruct a deformable 3D object from 2D keypoint annotations. The seminal work of Bregler \[13\], which proposed to express the possible deformations of the 3D shape as a linear combination of a small number of basis shapes, has since inspired many follow-up works \[3, 18, 16, 67, 4, 5, 1, 19, 34, 35, 67, 2, 65, 66, 57\]. Traditionally, such methods posed the problem as matrix factorization, but more recently some alternative that leverage deep learning have emerged. DeepNRSfM \[30, 59\] and, more relevantly to our work, C3DPO \[43\] train an MLP that maps the vectorised list of 2D keypoints to camera and shape parameters and minimise the distance between the input 2D keypoints and the 3D point reprojections. While C3DPO works well with sparse keypoints such as the human joints, as we show in the experiments, it fails to handle the dense collections of points required to reconstruct meshes. We address this issue by utilising the known category-level template mesh to learn deformations compatible with the articulation of a latent skeletal structure.

3. Method

We aim to learn reconstructing the 3D shape of a deformable object such as a human or an animal from 2D images, and to do so without 3D supervision. Instead, we only use dense 2D object points that can be annotated manually or predicted by means of a method such as DensePose, also known as a canonical surface map (CSMs).

We summarise the necessary CSM background in section 3.1 and then discuss our method.

3.1. Canonical surface maps

A CSM \[56, 21, 41, 40, 33, 50, 32\] is defined with respect to a reference 3D template, usually given as a triangular mesh with vertices \( V = \{ V_k \}_{K=1}^{K} \subset \mathbb{R}^{K \times 3} \). For humans, for example, a common reference mesh is the SMPL rest pose (which was created by a 3D artist).

A CSM such as DensePose takes as input an image \( I : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) of the object and assigns to each pixel \( y \in \Omega \) a point in the mesh \( V \), producing a map \( \Omega \rightarrow V \).\(^2\) While this is useful information, it is not yet a 3D reconstruction of the object in the image because \( V \) is a fixed reference template. In order to obtain a 3D reconstruction, we need instead to pose the template by finding a suitable deformation \( X = \{ X_k \}_{k=1}^{K} \subset \mathbb{R}^{K \times 3} \) of its vertices.

As the first step in the posing process, we ‘reverse’ the CSM output and, for each vertex \( V_k \) of the template, find its corresponding pixel location \( y_k \), resulting in a collection of 2D vertex locations \( Y = \{ y_k \}_{k=1}^{K} \subset \mathbb{R}^{K \times 2} \). Due to occlusions, a vertex may be invisible in the image, which prevents extracting its 2D location \( y_k \) from the CSM. Thus we also define visibility indicators \( Z = \{ z_k \}_{k=1}^{K} \subset \{0, 1\}^{K} \).

Note that \( Y \) can also be obtained from the posed mesh \( X \) and the camera projection function \( \pi_f \) as \( y_k = \pi_f(X_k) \).

\(^2\) In practice, the map is valued in \( V \cup \{ \text{bg} \} \) to allow to mark pixels that do not belong to the object as background.
This calculation does not involve the CSM at all and, as we show later, can be used to constrain the reconstruction.

### 3.2. Shape model

In order to reconstruct the 3D shape of an object from 2D annotations, we must define a *shape model* that constrains the space of possible reconstructions \( \mathbf{X} \). To this end, we assume that the underlying object, which could be a human or another animal, has a skeletal structure. Under this assumption, the pose of the object is expressed by the rigid transformations of \( M \) parts

\[
g_m = (R_m, T_m) \in SE(3), \quad m = 1, \ldots, M. \tag{1}
\]

We assume that each vertex \( \mathbf{V}_k \) in the template belongs to one of the \( M \) parts with membership strength \( P_{km} \in [0, 1] \) such that \( \sum_{m=1}^{M} P_{km} = 1 \). The posed vertices \( \mathbf{X} \) are given by the linear combination of part transformations, as in linear blend skinning (LBS):

\[
\mathbf{X}_k = \sum_{m=1}^{M} P_{km} \cdot g_m^{-1}( \mathbf{V}_k ). \tag{2}
\]

Here \( g_m \in SE(3) \) stands for the rest pose of the \( m \)-th part.

While we do not force the parts to have a particular semantic, we expect learning to group together surface points that move rigidly together, e.g., all points on a forearm. Next, we explain how we encourage such a solution to emerge.

**Part segmentation.** Having defined per-vertex deformations, we will now describe the part segmentation model \( \mathbf{P} = [P_{km}] \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times M} \). As mentioned before, unlike other parametric models [37, 6], we do not require a pre-segmented template shape. Instead, we treat the part segmentation \( \mathbf{P} \) as a latent variable and learn it together with the rest of the model parameters. Note that the part segmentation is independent of a particular input instance — this means that the part assignments stay constant once training finishes. Intuitively, limiting the number of parts and constraining deformations within parts to rigid ones should force the model to group the vertices that move according to the same rigid transform into the same part.

**Smooth segmentation with LBO.** While we have reduced the deformation of the template to the rigid motions of a small number of parts (\( M = 10 \)), the assignment of the template vertices to the different parts can still be irregular, which may lead to unrealistic body deformations. We address this issue by enforcing the part assignments \( \mathbf{P} \) to be smooth. Combined with eq. (2), this encourages the deformations of the template to be smooth as well.

We formalise this intuition by requiring the part assignment \( \mathbf{P} \) to be a smooth function on the mesh surface. This can be enforced by making sure that \( \mathbf{P} \) only contains ‘low frequency’ components. Formally, this is achieved by expressing \( \mathbf{P} \) as a linear combination of selected eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO [49], illustrated in Figure 3).

In more detail, consider the discrete approximation \( \Delta \) of the LBO for the reference template mesh \( \mathbf{V} \). Let \( \mathbf{u}_i \in \mathbb{R}^K \) be the (orthonormal) eigenvectors of \( \Delta \) sorted by increasing eigenvalue magnitude, and let \( \mathbf{U} = (\mathbf{u}_i)_{i=1}^{N_u} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times N_u} \) be the matrix containing the \( N_u \) first eigenvectors. We define the part segmentation as

\[
\mathbf{P} = \text{softmax}(\mathbf{U} \mathbf{W}), \tag{3}
\]

where \( \mathbf{W} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_u \times M} \) is a parameter matrix, and the softmax is taken with respect to the part index \( k \).

Smoothness can be further increased by reducing \( N_u \) or by initialising \( \mathbf{W} = [W_{im}] \) with decreasing magnitude.
Specifically, we use a variant of Xavier initialisation and set \( W_{im} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \frac{1}{\sqrt{M_i}}) \). This focuses the model on low-frequency harmonics at the beginning of training.

**Transformations predictor.** Given input 2D keypoint locations \( Y \) and visibilities \( Z \), we train a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to predict the \((M + 1)\) rigid part transformations:

\[
\{h_m\}_{m=0}^{M} = \Phi(Y, Z). \tag{4}
\]

We express transformations in log-space, meaning that \((R_m, T_m) = g_m = \exp(h_m)\) where \(\exp : \mathbb{R}^6 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \times \mathbb{R}^3\) is the exponential map of \(SE(3)\); see [11] for details.

Note that we estimate the additional global transformation \(h_0\); this is the camera pose used to re-project the posed shape, which is expressed in the object reference frame, back to the image (see eq. (5)). Note also that eq. (2) requires the inverse part transformation at rest \(g_0^{-1}\); these are learnt as logarithms of canonical pose angles \(w^r_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times 6}\) so that \(\forall m : g^{-1}_{0m} = \exp(w^r_{0m})\).

### 3.3. Training

We train the MLP (4), mapping the 2D points to the pose parameters, and the part segmentation model (3) by combining a number of losses.

**Re-projection loss.** The first loss ensures that the posed mesh reprojects correctly onto the 2D points:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{rep}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} z_k a_k \| y_k - \pi(X_k R_0 + T_0) \|_2, \tag{5}
\]

where \(X_k\) and \((R_0, T_0)\) are obtained by composing the pose regressor (4) with the skinning function (2). We weight the mesh vertices \(V_k\) with the areas \(a_k\) of the corresponding barycells to make the loss resampling-invariant.

**Canonicalisation loss.** The authors of C3DPO [43] proposed the canonicalisation loss to remove the ambiguity in recovering the camera pose and a 3D reconstruction, which also helps with overfitting. The idea is to learn an auxiliary network \(\hat{X} = \Psi(\hat{X} R)\) tasked with undoing a random rotation \(\hat{R}\) applied to the point cloud \(\hat{X}\) (defined in the object coordinates). Novotny et al. [43] prove that this loss can be minimised only if the predicted shapes \(\hat{X}\) are indeed canonical w.r.t. orientation, meaning that the model cannot predict two different reconstructions \((\hat{X}_1, \hat{X}_2)\) that only differ by a rigid transformation. Specifically, the loss is formulated as

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{canon}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left\| \bar{X} - \Psi(\hat{X} R) \right\|_2, \tag{6}
\]

where \(\hat{R} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}\) is a random rotation matrix and \([\cdot]_k\) extracts the \(k\)-th row of its argument.

**ARAP loss.** To further increase the robustness of the reconstruction, we encourage the deformation of the template shape to be as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) [53]. This is particularly useful when, as it is often the case, the input DensePose annotations are noisy and biased. ARAP measures the cost of deforming the template mesh \(V\) into the posed mesh \(X\):

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{arap}}(X; V) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \min_{H \in SO(3)} \sum_{q \in \mathcal{N}(k)} w_{kq} \left\| V_{kq} - X_{kq} R \right\|_2, \tag{7}
\]

where \(\mathcal{N}(k)\) denotes indices of adjacent template vertices, \(V_{kq} = V_q - V_k\), \(X_{kq} = X_q - X_k\), and weights \(w_{kq}\) are defined proportionally to the area of the faces incident to the edge \(kq\); see [53] for details. We back-propagate the error through estimated coordinates \(X_k\) and \(X_q\) but stop gradients after fitting the rotation \(R\).

**Entropy regularisation.** Sometimes the model tends to assign several part indices to a single vertex, which makes deformations too rigid. We thus regularise the segmentation model by penalising the entropy of the part distribution for each vertex using the following loss:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{entropy}} = -\frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{m=1}^{M} P_{km} \log P_{km}. \tag{8}
\]

**Learning formulation.** To train the method, we optimise the parameters of the networks \(\Phi, \Psi, \) and the matrix \(W\) (eq. (3)) minimising a weighed combination of the losses above:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_{\text{rep}} + w_{\text{entropy}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{entropy}} + w_{\text{canon}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{canon}} + w_{\text{arap}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{arap}}. \tag{9}
\]

Loss weights \(w\) are treated as hyper-parameters, see supplementary material for the values used for the experiments.
4. Experiments

We evaluate the quality of our reconstruction on human and animal data, both synthetic and real, and then ablate various components. We compare our results to C3DPO [43] because it is the best-performing Non-Rigid SFM approach that works under assumptions compatible with ours.

Implementation details of the networks and training are provided in the sup. mat. We will share the Pytorch code.

4.1. Datasets and metrics

**UP-3D and Stanford Dogs.** First, we evaluate the method on two clean, synthetic datasets: UP-3D (humans) and Stanford Dogs. UP-3D [36] contains SMPL fits for 8515 photos of people rendered under 30 random viewpoints. We orthographically project the mesh vertices and input their ground-truth visibility and vertex identity to DP3D directly (instead of using DensePose for UV extraction). For Stanford Dogs, we follow UP-3D and fit a dog model to a subset of ImageNet using SMALify [10] on the mask and 2D keypoint annotations provided in StanfordExtra dataset [8]. We obtain in this way 6511 training and 4673 test instances. Please refer to the sup. mat. for further details.

We report the mean per-joint position error (MPJPE) of the reconstructions. Since we have the “ground-truth” SMPL/SMAL model X for each test instance, we compute MPJPE of the estimated shape in camera coordinates \( \hat{X} = X_0 + T_0 \) using all keypoints (not only the visible ones):

\[
MPJPE(X, \hat{X}) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} || X_k - \hat{X}_k ||.
\]

Since via orthographic projection depth is only known up to a constant, we normalise depth by subtracting its mean from X and \( \hat{X} \) before computing the loss. We use the original train/test splits.

**Human 3.6M** consists of real images of 7 people equipped with motion-capture sensors performing various tasks in the lab environment. The dataset provides the locations of 3D joints rather than full body surface. Hence, for evaluation purposes, we compute the mean reconstruction error on \( N_J = 14 \) joints (RE14). In order to obtain the joints’ positions \( \hat{J} \) from the posed mesh \( \hat{X} \), we run the pre-trained linear joint regressor from the SMPL model [37]: if the resulting joints are correct, the mesh must have been posed correctly. We rigidly align the sets of points and find the optimal scale before computing the metric:

\[
\text{RE}(\hat{J}, J) = \min_{s, R, T} \frac{1}{N_J} \sum_{i=1}^{N_J} \| (s\hat{J}_i, R + T) - J_i \|.
\]

For training, we sampled the videos at 10 frames per second, resulting in 311,424 images. For evaluation, we use the scheme known as ‘Protocol #1’. The test set videos are sampled at 25 FPS, resulting in 109,792 images. We ran the pre-trained DensePose detector from Detectron2 [60] on all images independently to obtain the input UV annotation, then converted them to 2D projections of SMPL vertices as described in Section 3.1. We use the standard train/test split, setting out all images of subjects 9 and 11 for testing.

### Table 1: Evaluation of mesh reconstruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>UP-3D</th>
<th>H3.6M</th>
<th>3DPW</th>
<th>Dogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMR [25]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphCMR [29]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIN [28]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-bodies [9]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3DPO [43]</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>216.6</td>
<td>199.9</td>
<td>345.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no canon. loss</td>
<td>183.6</td>
<td>135.4</td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>241.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no ARAP loss</td>
<td>242.6</td>
<td>154.8</td>
<td>126.1</td>
<td>371.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no entropy loss</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>119.4</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>505.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no parts model</td>
<td>205.9</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>102.3</td>
<td>684.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP3D (ours)</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>113.6</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>247.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3DPW.** We evaluate DensePose 3D in a transfer-learning setting, training it on Human 3.6M and evaluating it on 3DPW [58]. DP3D takes keypoints as input, so is invariant to appearance changes and generalises well, as can be seen in Table 1 and fig. 6. We follow the same evaluation protocol as for Human 3.6M, comparing RE on 14 joints.

**LVIS.** Finally, we fit our model to LVIS dataset [22] containing animal images taken “in the wild”. This task is more challenging, since each category comprises only about 2000 training instances, many of which have occluded parts. To get input keypoints and visibilities (Y, Z), we pre-process the images with CSE [40] in a similar way to DensePose. The output of CSE is noisier than the one of DensePose, so we predict heteroscedastic variance for reprojection loss (5) and maximise the log-likelihood of the Laplace distribution as done by Novotny et al. [42]; see sup. mat. for details on pre-processing and the loss. Since there is no 3D ground truth, we provide only qualitative results in Figure 7.

4.2. Comparison to baselines

We compare our method to C3DPO [43], where we use 10-dimensional basis and find the optimal strength of canonicalisation loss in the interval \([0.1, 1]\). The results are in Table 1 and supplementary figures. Note that we train C3DPO on dense keypoints (i.e. 6890 input points for humans), while [43] trains on 17 sparse joints, which makes results from Table 1 incomparable with the ones in [43]. UP-3D and Dogs are less-challenging datasets with clean 2D keypoints and few extreme poses, so C3DPO’s simple linear pose model is only slightly inferior to DP3D. In contrast, the gap is large on Human 3.6M and 3DPW: C3DPO outputs the mean pose failing to adapt to the data.
**Figure 4:** **Qualitative comparison on UP-3D.** The figure shows the input keypoints (colours encode keypoint indices), the reconstruction of C3DPO [43], and of our method (DP3D), where colours correspond to the learnt part segmentation.

**Figure 5:** **Results on Stanford Dogs.** The first row shows input keypoints obtained by projecting SMAL fits from the last row, the middle rows show the result of the no-parts baseline and of our reconstruction from the camera’s and from an alternative viewpoint (colours correspond to the learnt part segmentation), the last row color-codes errors on the “ground-truth” mesh.

### 4.3. Ablation study

**Removing the loss functions.** We report the effect of removing various regularisers in Table 1. Each of them proves important: the canonicalisation loss prevents predicting a degenerate, flat shape; the ARAP loss makes the prediction smooth and helps to learn smooth part segmentations by encouraging local rigidity; the entropy loss makes the part segmentation sharper, allowing the shape to flex more.

**Removing the part-based model.** Two reasons why C3DPO may work poorly on dense point clouds are: (1) learning a very large linear predictor for thousand of points may lead to overfitting, or (2) the linear model may be unable to capture surface deformations. We test these hypotheses by replacing the articulation model in our method with a C3DPO-like linear basis. To reduce the number of parameters in the basis, we express it as a function of the LBO basis $U$ (section 3) and define the posed mesh as $X = (\alpha \otimes I_3)W^bU$, where $W^b \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times Nu}$ are trainable parameters, $\alpha$ is a $D$-dimensional vector of shape coefficients, $\otimes$ is Kronecker product, and $I_3$ is a 3-dimensional identity matrix. We train using eq. (9) but remove the entropy loss (8) (as this model has no parts). We set the number of blendshapes $D = 10$ and find the optimal weight of canonicalisation loss in the $[0.1, 1]$ range.

The penultimate row in Table 1 reveals the correct hypothesis. The model without parts performs significantly better than C3DPO, proving that overfitting explains in large part C3DPO’s poor performance. However, the no-parts model still cannot reach the performance of DP3D on
5. Conclusions

We presented a method that learns 3D deformable shape reconstruction given only a single artist-generated rigid template mesh and dense 2D keypoint annotations, without the need for 3D supervision with the deformable shape model or 3D pose regressor, which are difficult to obtain for most object categories. Because of this, we apply DP3D to reconstruct animals that lack such 3D annotations.
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